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Vertical discontinuities in the Earth's crust 
of the TESZ in Poland - gravity data 

Axes ofhorilontal gradient anomaliesoftllegrnvity field in Polish scglTK:nt ofthc TESZ have been ca lculated and 
relatcd to thegeologiemstruetures (fautts, fault wnes) in theerust. The most important grodient wnes in tilt: 'T'ESZ 
=ore longitudinal NI-N4 and N6discontinuities, and transver.;a! N9-N II and Nildiscontillllilies. Tile fonners 
define the boundarie,~ of the TESZ while the 1:lllers ernph!l.Sizc its tr.msversal segmentation. Longitudinal 
discontinuities in northwestern Poland arc in fairly good accordance with crusta l fractures recorded by the DSS 
data . In central and southc!l.Stem part ofthc country they do nQt eonfonn in lTh"l/1y places. The fundamental di fference 
in the pattern of crusta! blocks on both sides of tile NIl diSCOlltinuity is significant. 

INTRODUcrlON 

EUROPROBE - international scientific cooperation program aimcd at the studies of 
geological evolution of Europecontains, as one of its major tasks, the investigations of the 
Trans-European Suturc Zone (TESZ). 

The deep Earth'scrust investigation in Poland have been carried out mainly with use of 
deep seismic soundings (OSS), whcreas the deep seismic reflection survey has been 
performed on a small scale only. OSS research initiated and carried on intensively by A. 
Guterch and his team (A. Guterch et at., 1983, 1984, 1986, 1994), complemented by 
geological imerpretation of seism ic resul ts, has reached such a stage. that elaboration of 
substantial program for further gcophysical and geological in vestigation became indispens
able. Prepared program, supported by the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural 
Resources and Forestry, has been recognized as the Ministry recommendation in the deep 
geophysical and geological investigation domain (A. Guterch et at., 1995). 

The potemial field methods have been used only as a complememary investigation. 
Results of such studies were a source of independent information on a small scale only, 
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Fig. I. Bouguer :lIIOIlUlJiCS in Poland; isalines every.5 mGal 
Anomalie Bougucrn; izoHnie co.5 rnGnJ 

used to limiting the ambiguities of the constructed seisma-structural models, and tectonic 
interpretation as well. The possibilities of comprehensive interpretation of all the geophy
sical data ex isl now in Polish Geological Institute which has at its disposallhe following 
scientific tools: 

- gravity data base, 
- magnetic data base ready during the nexi year, 
- advanced software for data processing and interpretation, 
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Fig. la. Subdivision into gravimetric units 
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- synthetic and regional scientific geological reports. 
- experienced geophysical and geological staff. 

'57 

As an example of extensive infonnntion contained in the gravity data but not fully 
utilized so far the authors present the pattern of major discontinuities in the Earth's crust 
acquired from the analysis of gravity anomalies. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE ORA VITY DISCONTlNUITlES 
IN THE EARTH'S CRUST 

A concept of the gravity discontinuity may be explained as a linear zone defined by 
quick changes of the gravi ty field caused by horizontal variation of the rock densities. In 
the Bouguer anomaly map (Fig. I) such features have been presented as the zones with 
considerable density of isolincs. A quantitative representation of such condensation is the 
horizontal gradient value. It rcsuhs from the definition that. if the gravity field increases, 
the horizontal gradient is positive, and if the gravity field decreases it is negative. Therefore 
we are able to speak about both the positive and negative anomalies of the hori zontal 
gradient. In case of horizontal gradient anomaly with elongated shape, the anomaly axis 
can be distinguishcd. It is defined as a line connccting points with extreme gradient values 
on the sections perpendicUlar to anomaly trend. A modulus ofthc horizontal gradient is used 
to the location of the axes. In such a case, all considered anomalies are not negative, and 
the axes of horizontal gradient run along the local maxima of positivc anomalies. An 
algorithm of the search for location of the horizontal gradient maxima has been described 
by R. J. Blakely, R. W. Simpson (1986). 

Gradient maxima occur directly over near-vertical contacts that separate rocks of 
contrasting densities (L. Cordell , 1979). In case ofinclincd contacts the maximum grad ient 
axis will be shifted from the top edge of the contact towards the direction of dip. The value 
of this shift depends upon the dip angle of the boundary and the depth to the top edge of the 
boundary below the observation level ('I. J. S. Grauch, L. Cordell, 1987). Displacement of 
the gradient axes may also occur if the gravity data sampling is insufficient to define an 
anomaly or due to imerferenee from neighbouring anomalies (V. 1. S. Grauch, L. Cordell, 
1987). 

The horizontal gradient axes defined in this way can be related to tectonic structu rcs 
(faults, flcxures, folds) or to lithological variations. It is impossible to recognize the 
character of the structures, basing On the maximum horizontal gradient method only. 
Therefore we will use the discontinuity term in the gravity sense. 

The axes of the horizontal gradient anomalies in the TESZ area and its adjacent regions 
were calculated using the gravity database and thc US Geological Survey software package 
(L. Cordell et al., 1992). Because our studies were focussed On the determ ination of the 
deep rooted regional discontinuities, regional gravity anomalies have been used. Long 
wavelength regional anomalies have been separated from the Bouguer anomaly map using 
the upward continuation method (W. M. Telford el at., 1990) which is the transformation 
of potential field data measured on a surface toa higher surface; this operation is effectively 
smoothi ng the anomalies and therefore is soinetimes used to obtain the regional potential 
fie ld anomal ies. The Bouguer anomalies were extended to a level 24 km above sea level by 
the method of digital filtering (S. Wybraniec, Z. Petecki, 1995). Figure 2 shows the gravity 
field continued upward 1024 km and the locations of the maxima of the horizontal gradient 
(crosses). The size of crosses is proportional to the magnitUde of the gradient. 

The discontinuities related to them should be located in the lower crust, including the 
Moho ZOne. Figure 3 presents the location sketch of the discontinuities (continuous lines) 
on the background of the DSS results. The dashed lines dcfine the axes of the horizontal 
grad ient anomalies based on the origi nal Bouguer anomalies (not continued upwards). 
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Fig. 2. A~e5 of hori~ontal gradient againts tile background ofBougucr :II1om:alies 
I _ gradient ruccs (mrucim:1 of the hori7.ontal gradient modulus). 2 - isolines of Bouguer anomalies ImGall 
continued upward to 24 km 
Osie grndie ntu pouo(1lcgo na tic lIIlomalii Bougucrn 
I - osie «(1Iaksi rlUl) madulu gradientu pot.iomc:go. 2 - itol inill :momalii Bouguern ImGal] po:ootutonll w g6~ 
do 24 km 

Because of inevitable influence oflhe shallow dis turbances. the latter results indicate rather 
discontinuitiesexisling in the uppcrcruSl [nd ined d iscontinuities exist probably wherever 
the continuous lines on the map run parallel and near to the dashed lines. It is. however. 
only an approximate infonnation which cannot be used to the evaluation of the discontinuity 
inc lination. Special software package is necessary for this purpose. 

In the area indicated as ABCD (Fig. 3) additional linesof the gradienl maxima. resulting 
from the interpretation of the anomaly field obtai ned after stripping offtheZcchstein-Meso
wic gravity effects, have been presented. 
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Fig. 3. Skctdl or gravity discontinuities ill the TESZ 

1- OSS profile; 2 - sirippina method an:a; 3 - ar.:lvit)' discOnlinuity: a - deeper? (labelled NI- NI4 in the 
lelll). b - sh:J./lower?, c - corlYcrgent;" - discontinuity ;nclinlllion: a - shn1lower to deeper, b - deeper (0 
Moho; 5 - grav ity discontinuity aner stripping; 6 -deep fmcture in the TESZ !lfll;r DSS d:ata;; - Holy Cros.s 
Fault; 1-Margon;n gmvit)' node; 11 - Opoc-LIIO gravity oodc 

Sz.kic pn.cbicgLl nicciWoki grawimelrycmych \II strert.: TESZ 

I - prom gl,.bokich SOIldowati sejsmiclIlych; 2 - obst.ar interprelacji metod:! sirippingu; 3 - niee~BIQ{d 
grnwimcll)'c::wc: a - glcfma7(w tckkie07.mlcwne N J - N 14) . b _plytsza?, c - gl~bsz:J i ptyl$za; 4 - n::IChylenic 
nieci~gloki: a- plyts:w .... ~bsZQ, b- glt:bsUl-Moho; S _ grawirnetryC7.JU1 nitch,gleU po strippingu; 6- gl~boki 

rovam \II itrefie TESZ na podS[awie GS5; 7 - Llskol: fw~toknysk i ; 1_ ~I grawimetI)'C7.111 Margonina; II 
- w~~1 grawimetryczny Opoct.na 

PRELlMlNARY CHARACfERlSTICS OF MAJOR DISCONTINUITIES 

The location of the major subsurface discontinuities and their relation to the fractures 
in the Earth's crust recorded by DSS data (A. Guterch et at., 1983. 1984, 1986, 1994), as 
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well as their possible con nection mainly with the structures of the sed imentary cover, will 
be discussed. 

Comparison of the gravity resul ts with seismic data is reliable on ly along the seismic 
lines. Between the seismic lines. the location of fractures is based on the interpolation and, 
consequently, the accuracy of location is limited. On the contrary, the gravity data are 
distributed evenly and have the same reliability everywhere, so the obtained results seem 
to be more accurate and reli able, For interpretation purposes, infonnation from regional i
zation of thc gravi ty units (gravity highs and lows - Fig. la) (c. Krolikowski, Z. Petecki. 
1995) has been also used. The pauem of discontinuities is presented in Figure 3. Much more 
information was acquired in the area ABCD, where 3D interpretation has been carried oul. 

Figure 3 presents only such discontinuities, which are s ituated in the TESZ area in a 
broad sense. In principle, only the deep discontinuities ofthe regional character (continuous 
lines) are discussed. The more shallow discontinuities can be divided into two separate 
classes: 

- the fi rst one are such discontinuities that, as a rule. are accompanied with much deeper 
discontinu ities (running parallel or identically to the latter), 

-the second class are such discontinuities which fonn independent and frequently short 
lines of local character (not shown on the sketch), and longer lines, which freque ntly are a 
horizontal extension of the dceperdiscontinuities. 

The Nt discontinuity separates the Pomerania Hi gh from the Szczecin Low. It extends 
towards the NW into Gennany (5. Grosse et at., 1990), as far as the Mecklembt'lrg coast, 
where it is known as the Trans-European Fault (TEF)I . If we assume that the NI is a 
continuation of the TEF, then it could be considered as a concealed edge of the East-Euro
pean Craton, and simuhaneously as a root zoneoftheCaledonian overthrusts onto this edge. 
In such circumstances the TESZ, in this segment, would be underlain by the cratonic crust. 

The N2 can be also traced, wi th small interruption, more northwestwards, where it enters 
the Bal tic area. On the German maps it is treated as a southwestern border of the Baltic 
Shield. Thus it would be considered as a continuation of the marginal fracture of the craton. 
However, if the NI plays such a roie, then N2 should be rather considered as a fracture 
withi n the craton. 

In its 5E part the NI tenninates, at so-called Margonin node, at the intersection ofN I 
with NIO and Ni l (I in Fig. 3) (A. Grobelny, C. Kr6likowski, 1988). The continuous line 
along the whole discontinui ty, except a short section in Ihe SE part, has the same location 
as the dashed line. It suggests thal NI is vertical. 

Towards 5W from NI , there occurs a discontinuity determined from the data after 
stri pping; it also disappears at theMargonin node. Thisdiscontinuity is theax isofa weakly 
marked gradient, sO its reliability is rather poor. Also the seismic modelling along the LT-7 
profile(A. Guterch eta!., 1994) reveals on ly insignificant variation of the seismic velocities 
at this location. 

I The 50urce data (S. GI'OSSC, W. CQnrud, 1990) do no( inrorm on the method of the horizontal grudient 
calculation, but we can assume a compatibi lhy or such calcul:lt ions. as the horh:ontal gr.ldient anomaly axis has 
been dctennined explicitly in geophysics. 
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Analysis of the gravity data oftheABCD area suggest, that tlie Pomerania High is caused 
both by the uplifted Moho surface in the TESZ and the additional disturbing masses in the 
upper crust. The N t can be considered rather as the influence effect of the southwestern 
edge of these masses than as the effect of Moho depth variation. The N2, in the shallow 
version (dashed line), would mainly determine the northeastern edge of the disturbance 
mass, and the continuous line - the crustal fracture with northeastern inclination. South
east of the seismic line VII, the inclination probably changes. 

In the vicinity of the N2, in similar manner as near to N I , another disconti nuity obtained 
after stripping has been plotted; it conforms perfectly to fracture in the seismic data. It can 
be interpreted as the effect of a disturbing body in the upper crust andlor a lack of 
discontinuity inclination in the lower crust. Thepreliminary rcsultsofthegravity modelling 
in the area ABCD, in comparison with the model based on seismic velocities distribution, 
indicate the presence of additional masses in the upper crust between N I and N2. Positive 
gravity anomaly of lhe Pomerania High can be partly explained by the presence of these 
masses. 

rn the Zechstein-Mesozoic complex the location ofN I conforms to the .swinoujscic and 
Drawsko-Chodziez fault zones (R. Dadlez, 1979, 1987), that run along a chain of salt 
anticlines. The N2 is nearest to lhe Karlino, Szczecinek and Debrzno faults, also accompa
nying the belt of salt structures. Both the NI and N2 can be simply assumed as the deep 
boundaries of the Mid-Polish Swell - a young inversion unit - that define it better than 
the conventionally assumed suberops of the Upper Cretaceous base (R. Dadlez, 1980). At 
the same time the line obtained after stripping is nearly in accordance with the SW border 
of the Koszalin-Chojnice zone, defined by the Wierzchowo and Zamarte faults. 

The transverse N9 discontinuity is the border between the Baltic High, and the Pomer
ania Low and the Mazury-Mazovia High. Within the craton, this discontinuity is main ly of 
a petrological type (S. Kubicki, W. Ryka, 1982) marking the boundary between the 
granito-gneisses of the Pomerania massif, and more dense metamorphic or intrusive rocks 
over the Baltic area. However, as lhe N9 enters the TESZ area farther southwestwards, a 
tectonic character of this discontinuity can be also assumed. There, the N9 conforms to the 
border between the peri-Baltic Gryfice and Kolobrzeg blocks, and the blocks oflhe central 
part of the Pomeranian Swell (R. Dadlez, 1980, 1987). In the Permian-Mesozoic complex 
a contrast between them is expressed by the lack of salt tectonics overthe peri-Baltic blocks. 
lheir relative smaller subsidence, and subsequent smaller inversion uplift. In the deeper 
basement, .this contrast is recognized worse - over the peri-Baltic blocks there are much 
more Upper Carboniferous deposits with lower densities in comparison to the Lower 
Carboniferous and Devonian fart her inland. 

The NIO and Nll converge with the NI in the Margonin node. Two tectonic lines or 
Chodziei.- Wloclawek- Warszawa and Chodziei.- Brodnica converge also in this region (S. 
Marek, J . Znosko, 1983). Though the N 10 and N II are rather short lines and occur only in 
the TESZ area, nevertheless both the resul ts of the anomaly analysis after strippi ng (A. 
Grobelny, C. Krolikowski, 1988), as well as an existence of clearly defined grad ient axes, 
indicalesome teclonic complications in this area. There is a high probability . that shall owing 
of the Moho towardsNW begins in this zone insteadofin the area between the seismic lines 
LT-2 and LT-7. Therefore a reinterpretation oftheLT-2seismic line seems to be necessary. 
In the Permi an~Mesozoic complex, both discussed discontinuities run roughly along the 
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border between the Pomeranian and Kujavian branches of Mid-Polish Swell, althoqgh their 
course in rel ation to this border is oblique. This border is revealed in a considerable structural 
contrast and in difference of the inversion degree of both branches. 

The N8 is an extension of both the transverse NlO and Nl I discontinuities towards 
south, as far as the junction with the N7 near the LT-4 seismic line. The western branch of 
this discontinuity - the N8a - which crosses the LT-2 seismic line, has no equivalent in 
the DSS resu lts (A. Guterch et al., 1986). 

The N7, in its central segmenl, is in line with the Dolsk fault zone. Except its N7a branch, 
this discontinu ity forms the boundary between the Si lesia High and the S ... ..czecin-Mogil
no-Miech6w Low (Fig. l). In Germany, ncar the Polish-German border, an important 
crustal fracture has been marked on the LT-7 seismic line (A. Guterch et al., 1994). 
However, this fracture has not been confirmed by the German gravity data (5. Grosseet al., 
1990). Lack of continuation of N7 in Germany has been also confirmed by the Bouguer 
anomalies distri bution in this territory (S. Grosse, W. Conrad, 1990). 

The both mentioned N7 and N8 discontinuities are situated beyond the TESZ and nm 
inside the Variscan belt. The N8 which runs nearer the orogenic front, could represent the 
basement edge overthrustcd by the Variscan thrusts, though east of Poznan it could represent 
even the Variscan front itself, what is suggested by its reverse inclination. The western 
segment of N7 shows some relation to the Wol sztyn Uplift, whcrc the metamorphosed 
complexes of the older Vnriscan(?) structural stage appear from below the Carbon iferous 
fl ysch. 

The N3 separates the Kujawy Low (with highcr gravi ty values) from the Mogi lno Low. 
The dashed linc, originating from a narrow gradient zone visible in the Bouguer anomaly 
maps and connecting the N l and N3, confirms rather shallow origin of the discontinu ity. 
In this sense theN3 would correspond with the southwestern border ofthe Mid-Polish Swell. 

The nature ofN12 is not uniform . Its southern segment appears withi n the Kujawy Low 
and is connected with a narrow gradient zone which encircles from the west the positive 
anomaly of the Kujavian Swell. As in the Pomeranian Swell, this anomaly (at teast partly) 
could be caused by the additional disturbing body in the upper crust. The edge of such a 
body could contribute to the origin of the gradient zone. Contrarily, the northeastern 
segment of the N 12separates the Pomerania Low from the Kujawy Low, and is manifested 
in the Bouguer anomaly map as a very wide gradient zone, indicating its very deep origin. 
It could be interpreted as a deep fracture and/or as a petrological boundary at the craton 
edge. In this area, along the Wloclawek-Sierpc line, a major fa ult has been marked on the 
structural-tectonic map of the crystalline basement (S. Kubicki, W. Ryka, 1982). 

The NS forms the boundary between the Pomerania and Kujawy lows, and Ihe Mazury
Mazovia High. Along all ils length, the continuous line covers the dashed line indicating a 
vert ical character of the discontinuity. The N5 is located entirely within the East-European 
Craton. 

The Nt3 is the boundary of the Kujawy Low and the Mazury-Mazovia High with the 
Malopolska Hi gh. We can see in Fi gure 3 that: ' 

- the N6 tenninates near to the intersection with the N 13, 
- the N5 also terminates close to the N13, 
- at the crossing area of the N3 and NI3 a fan-like branching of Nt3 and rapid 

disappearance of these branches occur. 
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All the above facts indicate the considerable width of the NI3 and the existence of 
Opoczno gravi ty node at its SW end (II in Fig. 3). Along the NI3 zone, according to the 
geological data (S. Marek, J. Znosko, 1983), an assemblage of "".en echelon faults of 
Tomasz6w Mazowiecki-Rawa Mazowiecka, Gr6jec- Zyr6w and Nowe Miasto-Warka has 
been located disappearing towards the south-west at the Radomsko tectonic rampart...". 
Significantly high gradient along the N 13 line is an equivalent oftheGr6jec Faull, reflecting 
major geological differences on both sides of the line. Towards the soulh-cast from the N 13, 
the uplifted Mafopolska Block occurs: within this block the most uplifted Palaeozoic core 
of the Holy Cross Mts. appears. In its northeastern part the Lublin Carboniferous Graben 
terminates precisely on this line. wh ile in the southwestern part, a contrast between the 
complicated basement of the Nida Syncline and relatively monotonous Carboniferous field 
of the Fore-Sudetic Monocline is observed . The subsidence during the Permian-Mesozoic 
evolution was quite different on both sides of the line, and - as an effect of the late 
Cretaceous inversion - a differen tiation has arisen onto the Holy Cross Mts.-Radom 
uplifted block and the deeply lowered blocks of Kujawy and L6di. At the southeastern end 
of the line. in the area where it is branching, an important structural clement called 
Radomsko rampart appears, separating the Nida Trough from the t.6di Trough. It can be 
generally assumed, that the gravi ty images obtained in this area as an effect of different 
transformations indicate the existence of a wide fracture zone in the Earth's crust. Its 
existence is also indirectly evidenced by the seismic results (DSS): the seismic crustal 
structure in central and southeastern Poland are quite different. 

The N4 fonns the border between the Miech6w Low, Carpathian Low and Malopolska 
High (Fig. l a). On the seismic lines LT-3 and LZW !.his discontinuity seems to be splitted 
into two branches. A comparison with !.he seismic section of the LT-3 line (A. Guterch et 
al., 1986) shows, that the N4 can be related to a major crustal fracture about 30 km wide 
incli ned to !.he NE. The geological correlations of the N4 are different along its strike. In 
the northwestern segment. the N4 corresponds partly with the Holy Cross Fault. Farther to 
the south-cast, near the po int of splitting, it can be related to another submeridional Moho 
fracture, which separates the crust about 45 km thick, from that about 35 km thick. Holy 
Cross Fault is interpreted as a fundamental boundary in Ihe Palaeozoic separating the 
t~ysog6ry Region of Ihe Holy Cross MIS. from the Kielce Region. Interpretation of the 
second boundary is not clear, but judging from funher continuation of the N4 to the SE, it 
seems that it is still the boundary between the uplifted and downfaulted Palaeozoic (the 
southwestern edge of the so-called Malopolska Massif). 

This double discontinuity can be also explained in another way, if we consider a group 
offaults in the lower crust observed at that place on theLT-3 seismic line, as well as a zone 
of significant seismic disturbances inclined to the NE. In this situation, the southwestern 
branch of the N4 is localized over theSW cdgeofthcfracture zone, while the second branch 
- over its NE edge. On the othcr hand, according to A. Guterch et al. (1986). the SW border 
of the TESZ (dotted line) has been local ized along the neighbouring fault coincident with 
the Holy Cross Fault. where the Moho surface is thrusted down northwards by about 5 km 
(to the depth of 50 km). It seems rather, that the earlier discussed wide frac ture zone is more 
probably the TESZ border fract ure. than the smaller fault in the LT-3 section. There are no 
objections to interpret the seismic fa ul t on the LZW line, related to dotted line in Figure 3, 
as thc inner fault of the TESZ, because there are no data further to the SW. 
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The N6 separates the Malopolska High from the Podlasie-Lublin Low. It is in full 
conformity with the TESZ border fracture marked on the LT-3 seismic line, while on the 
LZW seismic line there are no conclusivedatatodetennine the course of this fracture. Only 
one ofthc seismic faults is in accordance with the N6. 

South-east of Kock, the N6 changes its direction into more meridional. From the 
geological point of view, the N6 has an ambiguous origin, as in its NW part it is equivalent 
to the Czersk-:lelech6w-Kock fault zone (A. M. i.elichowski. 1974) marking the north
eastern border fault ofthe Carboniferous Lublin Graben and runs within the East-European 
Craton. Towards south-cast, the N6 runs obliquely through the Lublin Graben, approaches 
to the southwestern border fault of tbis graben. and terminates at the platform edge in the 
zone of the Caledonian defonnation. h can be assumed, that igneous bodies with differen
tiated densities in the upper crust had contributed considerably to the origin of the N6. 

The N14 forms the southeastern border of the Malopolska High. This discontinuity is 
in full accordance with a fault interpreted on the VIII seismic line, which downfaulted the 
Moho surface from 52 to 65 km on the NW side. This fault is considered as vertical , but in 
the Ukrainian area. near the Polish border, the inclination of two faullS is to the SE.just as 
in case of the N 14. The Nl4 is one of transverse discontinuities of the TESZ. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. The discontinuities interpreted from horizontal gradient axes have differentiated 
nature, reliabi lity and meaning. They have been obtained as a result of the compu ter 
transformations. and are devoid of the subjective options, that arc inevitable during the 
gravity modell ing. We can therefore assume. that the results obtained in this way are 
characterized by high degree of objectivity. while the degree of the reliability of their 
correlation with the geological boundaries can bcdiffcrent. Thecontinuous elongated axes 
with considerable values of the gradient modulus. undoubtedly reflect the discontinuities 
of the type of fractu res, faults. and lithological variations in the crystalline basement. Most 
of the discontinuities with thc NW-SE trend in the TESZ (from I to 6). as well as thc 
transverse discontinuities 9. 13, and 14, and - despite its limited length - also disconti
nuities 10 and 11, belong to this type. 

2. From the point of view of the general correlation between the seismic results (DSS) 
and gravity transformations, and their correlation with thc main features of the geological 
structures, the following questions are worth noticing. 

- The transverse segmentation of the TESZ becomes distinct. The borders of major 
segments are defined by the N10lNII and Nt3. 

- In the northwestern segment, the fracture delimiting thc TESZ from NE is confor
mable generally with the N2. The interrelations between the shallower and deepcr discon
tinuities. and the fracture in Moho, explicitly indicate the NE inclination of the possible 
crustal boundary. The fracture delimiting the TESZ from SW is roughly conformable with 
the Nl, but more to the north-west. ncar to Baltic sea, both features diverge. According to 
the seismic resullS (LT-7), between the N I and N2, the crustal thickness is about 35 km (of 
Palaeozoic type). while more to SE (LT-2) the thickness is about 50 km (thickened cratonic 
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crust?). This inconsistency will be probably solved after the interpretation of the longitudi
nal seismic line TTZ-PL. 

- In the middle segment, the relative accordancy of the N2 with the fracture delimiting 
the TESZ from the north-east is observed only al its northwestern end (seismic lines LT-2 
and Vn). Significant is the fact, that in this area the inclination of crustal boundary changes 
from the NE to SW. Farther to the SE (seismic lines LT-4 and LT-5), the gravi ty 
discontinuities (N3 and N5) do not agree completely with the location of Moho fractures 
bordering the TESZ. 

- In the southeastern segment, the picture of the zone, called here TESZ as before, is 
quite different than NW of the N13. It is confirmed by the gravity results and by the DSS 
as well. The discontinu ities N6 and N4 delimiting the TESZ are displaced to the NE along 
the transverse discontinuity NI3 by about 20-50 km in relation to their supposed countcr
parts: the discontinuities N5 and N7-NS. In this area the equivalents of the important 
regional discontinuities, like the N2 and N3, has not been observed. There is also a lack of 
distinct correlation with the crustal fractures according to the DSS rcsuhs. It exists in two 
points only (along the LT ·3) being related either to the intra-cratonic fracture (N6) or to the 
N4. The Holy Cross Fault is not clearly recorded in the gravity results. 

3. A detailed analysis of geophysical data along the particu lar lines is necessary, with 
the aim of explanation of the differences between the gravity and seismic discontinuities in 
the TESZ. As several faults with in (he TESZ have. been marked on the seismic lines, it can 
be assumed, that at least a part of them should be renected in the gravity as the gradicnt 
zones. 

4 . Parameters of the discontinuities, e.g. their depth and inclination, are one of the very 
important problems. Validity of this infonnation for correlation between the deep and 
shallow geological structures, as well as for explanation of the tectonic evolution ofthc area 
is indisputable. A part of inclinations indicated earlier have only an approximate character, 
because they were not calculated with the use of special software. 

5. The next problem which await solution is related to the methods of geological 
interpretation of the relatively positive gravity anomalies occurring in the TESZ. Assuming 
the uniform crustal density, the greater depths to Moho should cause relatively negative 
anomalies. Tfthe models ofthe distribution of seismic velocities do not indicate the existence 
of boundaries with higher velocities in the crust, then the relatively positive anomalies can 
be explained by the igneous bodies (with increased densities), which because of their small 
dimensions are beyond the rcsolvingcapability ofscismic method. The depths and gco log i ~ 

cal formatio ns in which such magmatic bodies can exist are the aim of the analysis carried 
out in the ABCD area (Fig. 3). This problem concerns the Mid-Polish Swell. 

6. Determination of the re];ltion between the velocities of the seismic P waves and rock 
densities has a fundamental significance for the eomprehensive interpretation of geophysi
cal data. Existing formulae have only empirical character and have been elaborated for 
different geological regions of the Earth. Elaboration of such a formula, which would 
interrelate both parameters, and would be true for the geological formations at the contact 
zone of the East-European Craton with the mobile Europe, seems to be essential and 
indispensable. 

7. Presented results of the gravity data analysis, directed mainly to the delineation of 
crustal discontin uities, and their comparison with the results of DSS, testify that much 
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information, not used so far, is included in the gravity data. The spatial location of the 
particular elements of the geological structure based on the potential field analysis is more 
reliable and accurate than the depth location. The incorporation of the results derived from 
the different geophysical methods by the use of modern technology of data gathering, 
processing, interpretation and imaging, are essential for the recognition of the crustal model. 
Such venture would extend our knowledge not only on the structure of the Earth' s crust, 
but also on the re lation between the deeper crust and the Moho, and the upper crust including 
the sedimentary complex. 
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Czeslow KR6L1KOWSKI, Zdzistaw PETECKI. R)'s=-d DADLEZ 

NlECII\GLOSCI PIONOWE W SKORUPIE ZIE!\1SKIEJ W STREFIIo: TESZ W POLSCE 
NA PODSTA WIE DANYCH GRA WlMETRYCZNycn 

S tr cszc zenic 

W art),kule przcdstawiono niccillgiofei pionowe skorupy zicmskicj w slrcficszfu trnnseuropejskiego (TESZ) 
nol lcrylorium Polski, okrcS:lone na podstawie ;malizy d;myt:h gr:twimelryeznych. leb prl:Cbicg wyznolczaj:j osie 
rnaksyrnalnyeb w3rtQM:i modulu gradientu poziomego anomollii sit)' cil;tkotci pr/.c:dtllton)'ch w g6n: do po7.iomu 
24 km. Wyznolczone w ten spos6b nieci:!glQM:i OOno=l si~ do dolncj skorupy i grnnic)' Moho (fig. 3). R6wno
cl'dnie przcdstawiono osic gmdientll dlol anomalii Bouguera (nie przedlui.onych w g~) wi<ltije je z nieciqglo
~ciami w g6mej skotupie. 

Niecillglooci gruwi.mctrycz.nc powi"zano ze Slrcfami dyslokllCyjnymi uzysbn)'mi w wyniku glCbokieh 
sondowM sejsrnic7.nycb (OSS) oraz sttuktornmi geologiC7.nymi znilnyrni z badaJI gcologic7.nych g6mcj pmii 
skorup)'. Najwainicjszyrni elerncntami tektonik! skorupy ziemskicj na obszarze TESZ 5ij niccillgl~ i podlu~nc 

NI- N4 i N6 orm: nieci~glo~ei POPn.ec7.nc N9-NII i N13. Pi~rwszc wy"l.llaC7.aj~ granice strefy szfu. drugie 
nkccntujqjcj pod7.ioll popn.cc"lny nol bloki 0 odrniennych wlasnokiacb fizyc7.nych. 

Niecillgiooci podlutnc w p61nocno-wschodnicj Polsce doS\! dOOrl.e korell,lj~ siC z glcbokimi roztmnmni 
=jeslrowllnymi przez DSS. W ~rodkowcj i poludniowo·wsebodniej Polsec obserwl,ljc sic z.naclJlc OOebylcni::r 
w prl.cbicgu niccillglofei gruwi rl\ctrycz.nych i sejsrnic7..nych. Wlr6d niecill8lo§ci popl7.ccznych do TESZ S7.c7.c· 
g61ne 7.Dac~.c:nie rna niL'Ciijgt~ N13, kt6r.r. oddzicln bloki skorupy 0 zdecydownnie ro7,.nych cccboch. 

W mykule wyrnieniono llIgadnicnio, kt6re wym~gaj<l rozwi<iUlniol prl.y r6wooczcsnym w)'korLystoniu 
danych uz~kanych innymi mclodomi gcofil)'C1.nyrni. Pozwolitoby 10 na pctnicjsze ~wietlenie ebamktcru 
budowy skotupy IV slrefie TESZ 


